AquaMaster Explorer – New Battery Pack Design

When we first launched the AquaMaster Explorer with the separate battery Pack (WABC2017) we promised to evaluate the design. We now have some good and constructive feedback from you our customers and I am very pleased to advise that the evaluation has been completed.

The new design has a more robust outer casing that still provides the IP68 industry-leading environmental protection rating. There is also a much improved carry/mounting strap that is not susceptible to biological or mechanical decomposition.

The unit is far more practical for installing in small chambers or difficult positions as it has been greatly reduced in size (150 x 140 x 72mm [6 x 5.5 x 2.8 in.]).

The life expectancy of the unit remains unchanged at seven years continuous use when driving the standard AquaMaster Explorer.

The new design uses the same spare part code and product code as the previous design, the only difference that is noticeable for the end users will be the new design itself.
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